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Highway Hawk owner buys Ledrie
leather saddlebags programme and
announces Big Bike Europe plans

FOLLOWING the bankruptcy
late last year of Dutch
luggage to accessory

specialist Ledrie Sales, HIghway
Hawk owner Motolux has
announced that it has purchased
the rights to the Ledrie
saddlebag line and that it will be
available again for dealers
throughout Europe from 1st
March 2013.

Best known as a leading custom
accessory brand of many years
standing, Highway Hawk owner
Motolux itself came under new
ownership in 2011 when it was
purchased by Jaap Bakker from
founder Wout Hilhorst.

Bakker has worked quickly to
reinvigorate sales, marketing and
distribution of the Highway Hawk line of
cruiser and tourer parts and accessories,
and speaking to International Dealer
News about his latest acquisition said
that “Highway Hawk is one of the
original and traditionally strong
accessory brands in the motorcycle
market, and I see the addition of the
respected chopper and cruiser leather
luggage programme developed by

Ledrie Sales as a natural fit for Highway
Hawk and a valuable additional revenue
opportunity for our dealers”.

Bakker went on to tell IDN that
2013 will be used to “invest heavily in
innovation and exciting new
designs”, and that the acquisition
also includes the related products,
such as the luggage  carrier and
mounting system that had “made

Ledrie saddlebags a popular, versatile
and durable choice among riders and
dealers alike”.

Motolux will be contacting Ledrie
dealers with details of the new
programme and product offer, but
also plans to invite all Highway Hawk
and Ledrie luggage dealers to visit the
company on their 50 square metre
pavilion at the upcoming Big Bike
Europe expo at Essen in Germany.

“The profile of Big Bike Europe
makes it the perfect expo for the

Highway Hawk brand and the timing
[May 10th-12th 2013] creates an
ideal opportunity for all of Ledrie
Sales’ luggage customers to meet our
new team and see some of the
exciting new designs that we will have
for them”.

While the economic downturn has
caused problems for many vendors
and brand owners throughout
Europe, the Motolux acquisition of the
Ledrie luggage programme is another
example where the primary product
lines of a company in difficulty have
been snapped up by another
manufacturer.

The evidence in the market is that
well designed and strong selling
product lines that are focused on the
right sectors of the market will
continue to be available even if the
company selling them has run into
difficulties.

Principal among these sectors
appear to be the large displacement,
high-mileage and touring markets in
Northern Europe, making Bakker's
latest addition to his growing empire
likely to be one that can prosper in the
months and years ahead.
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The London Motorcycle Show offered visitors a chance to see new
models from major manufacturers and also played host to a UK
affiliate round of the World Championship of Custom Bike Building
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WITH just 10 weeks to go before the doors
open, now is the time to register for your
invitation to the first ever Big Bike Europe

expo. Being staged at Essen, Germany, BBE is the all-
new headquarters expo concept for the international
parts, accessory, performance, custom, tuning, service
and workshop sectors.

The first day, Friday May 10th, is an invitation only day
reserved for you! 

You can read in full about how to register for your VIP access
all areas expo credentials on page 19 of this edition of
International Dealer News.

As this edition of IDN went to press already some 100 dealers,
tuners and customisers had registered with us, many of them
accepting the invitations they have been receiving from some
of the exhibitors.

On behalf of International Dealer News, we would like to
extend the invitation to you to visit the show, so you can see for
yourself just how well this brand new expo concept has been
received by the industry.

We always promised a truly international event, and already
dealers are planning to attend from 11 different countries! The
exhibitor community is being drawn from nine different countries, including the
United States, and as host event for the first ever European staging of the
acclaimed AMD World Championship of Custom Bike Building, we have
competitors headed to the show from 23 different countries. 

Although a lot of shows are under pressure for attendance and exhibitor
marketing budgets at this time, on both sides of the Atlantic, the simple and
precisely targeted formula that BBE is offering has clearly hit the international
parts and accessory industry's 'sweet-spot'.

A s all forms of marketing move towards ever increasing integration and ever
increasing degrees of specialist reach, BBE's 'hallmarks of difference' mark

it out as a future-facing solution for vendor, dealer and rider needs.
Aimed at Europe's large displacement motorcycle riders, those who ACEM say

account for two-thirds of the value of the European motorcycle industry, the
motorcycle design, engineering and performance showcase that BBE will be is
already bringing the channels together. 

A 'non-selling' pro-grade exhibition, BBE is designed for riders who take the
looks, performance and handling of their motorcycles seriously, for those who
do the majority of the miles and provide dealers with the majority of their
workshop, parts and accessory revenues, those with "oil under their fingernails".

With only a handful of exhibitor stands/booths still available, it looks like the

first annual BBE will sell out of vendor space, and a wait-list
is already being compiled for 2014. 

As the motorcycle industry in Europe waits to see if 2013
really will see us achieve market stability, the pressure is on
motorcycle shops to use their time wisely, parts and
accessories vendors to use their budgets effectively, and on
the media and show industry in Europe to demonstrate that
it understands the changes that have been taking place in the
market, and how motorcycle industry balance sheets will need
to be managed in the future.

W ith the new series of expectations that our consumers
have from the motorcycle ownership and riding

experience, it has long been time for a rethink in terms of
how our industry meets those consumer requirements in the

future.
While the pressure has been on motorcycle dealerships for

years, those who predict the demise of the market's primary
social centres fail to grasp the hot buttons that will ultimately
drive ever increasing numbers of Europe's citizens on to two
wheels.

As such, we will see a market emerge in which, if we didn't
have motorcycle shops, we would be rushing to invent them.

The nexus they provide for riders to interface with each other and with their riding
choices and options are going to loom larger in the industry's rear-view mirror
than ever before.

Consolidation is not the same thing as elimination. Strategically, less can be
more in that as motorcycle dealerships themselves become integrated palaces
of lifestyle choices, their critical mass effect on the structure of our industry will
grow.

I find the decision of the Motorcycle Industry Council in the United States to
start inviting membership from powersports industry dealers very instructive.
With the industry expo scene in the US also scrambling to bring the channels
together, it would appear that the BBE model is one that could dramatically shape
industry expo expectations for years to come.
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RIEJU has created a ‘naked’
version of its RS3. 
The new NKD, from the Spanish
manufacturer, is powered by a
Yamaha four-valve, four-stroke,
liquid cooled engine.
A compact steel, dual-
perimeter chassis carries a
Paioli 41mm inverted fork
and a mono-shocked cast
alloy swingarm, with both
carrying ten-spoke, 17in alloy
wheels. Braking is taken care
of by a combination of a
radial mounted twin piston

AJP caliper with 300mm
Galfer Wave disc at the front
and a 200mm Wave disc at the
rear. 
Further highlights on the new
model include the multi-
functional digital dashboard
with micro screen, daytime
LEDs, belly pan, and wide and
high set handlebars.
Colour options are red, white
or black, and Rieju is offering
accessory race silencer, tail
tidy, shock cover, and tune up
parts including a big bore kit.

RIEJU UK 
Cornwall, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1526 834357
admin.uk@riejumoto.com
www.riejumoto.com

Rieju UK launches
‘NKD’ version of RS3

PARTS Europe now has the 2013
edition of the Parts Unlimited
off road catalogue available. 
Each section of the latest
edition of the catalogue has
been refined and filled with new
products proven by riders like
Monster Energy Supercross
champion Ryan Villopoto, Lucas
Oil Pro Motocross Champion
Blake Baggett and Amsoil
Arenacross Series champ Tyler
Bowers. 

PARTS EUROPE
Wasserliesch, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6501 96550
sales@Partseurope.eu
www.partseurope.eu

2013 Parts
Unlimited
off road
catalogue
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CLAIMED to be the biggest motorcycle
event in Asia, the 19th annual Phuket
Bike Week ‘ASEAN Ride Together’ will
take place over the week of Sunday
14th-Sunday 21st April 2013.

The event, which regularly attracts
over 5,000 motorcycles with more
than 30,000 visitors from 26 countries,
has been timed to coincide with the
Songkran Festival (Thai New Year) at
Patong Beach, Phuket, Thailand. 

During Phuket Bike Week (PBW)
attendees will be able to enjoy among
other things a motorcycle exhibition
and bike show, PBW custom bike
contest, PBW tattoo contest, ‘Ride for
Peace’ around Phuket Island, PBW
motocross championships and an
international music festival.

WEST COAST RIDE THAILAND
Muang, Phuket, THAILAND 
Tel: +66 76 352069 
sumon@ridethailand.com 
www.phuketbikeweek.com 

Phuket Bike Week 2013

TOURATECH has launched the 2013 edition of its
parts catalogue. Now at 1,796 pages long, it is the
largest edition ever published by the company. 

With the launch of the new catalogue, Touratech
has become the first manufacturer to present an
extensive range of accessories for the new water-
cooled BMW R 1200 GS.

Also included are parts for the KTM 1190
Adventure, the BMW F 800/700 GS, the Triumph
Tiger Explorer/XC and Triumph Trophy, the Husqvarna
Terra and the Kawasaki Versys. 

Not only bike parts and accessories  are covered
in the catalogue, it also has an editorial section
featuring travel reports from Germany, the US and
Australia, a look at the BMW Motorrad GS Trophy in

Patagonia as well as the German GS Challenge and
the Travel Event in Niedereschach. 

Along with being printed in five different
languages, the catalogue is available online at
www.touratech.com. It is a non-Flash version so it
can also be viewed on smart phones or tablets. 

TOURATECH
Niedereschach, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)7728 9279-0
info@touratech.de
www.touratech.com

New catalogue from Touratech
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LONDON played host to the first
World Championship of Custom Bike
Building affiliate show in the UK for
2013 when Custom:ExCel took place
during the MCN London Motorcycle
Show over the weekend of February
15th-17th. 
Over 50 bikes travelled to the UK

capital to take part in the affiliate
event. The final overall winner came
from Spain in the shape of ‘Herejia’,
based around a Suzuki Savage motor,
and it was built by Jose Luis Sanchez
Martin of No Stock Bikes of Burgos.

As a result of winning the Freestyle
class in the show, Martin will receive
travel expenses to compete in the
2013 World Championship, taking
place during Big Bike Europe in Essen,
Germany, in May. An additional prize
was 1,000 Euros to spend with
Netherlands based V-twin parts
distributor Zodiac. 
The display of custom builds in the

show within a show was not the only
draw at the event as Krazy Horse
Custom Cycles, who took the prize in
the Modified Harley class, had an

extensive display of one-off custom
bikes and a S&S X-Wedge powered
Morgan three-wheeler at the show,
while Zodiac had its show trailer
complete with a selection of bikes built
up using parts from its comprehensive
catalogue. Further custom build options
were on display from MAG Europe and
Harrison Billet, while Altamura was
offer ing airbursh paint ing
demonstrations across the weekend. 
The show also provided an

opportunity for UK motorcyclists to
view new models from some of the
major manufacturers with Honda
debuting its three model CB500
range and the retro styled CB1100,
Kawasaki launching its Z800 and
Ninja 300, while Ducati was
showing the Hyperstrada and
Diavel Strada. For many showgoers
there was also the first opportunity
to see Victory’s Judge and the F800
ST from BMW, which was being
shown alongside the all new liquid-
cooled R1200 GS. 
Catering for those who purchased

a new bike recently were aftermarket
specialists such as Skidmarx,

Powerbronze, Goodridge, Hofgan and
R&G Racing, all of whom had parts
and accessories for motorcycle
models that were launched in 2012
as 2013 models.

www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com

Custom:ExCel London Motorcycle Show

(Left to right) Jose Luis Sanchez Martin,
of No Stock Bikes collects part of his
prize package from Paul Timpson,
Zodiac’s UK Sales Manager, after winning
the Freestyle class in the Custom:ExCel
Show, with Show Master Neil Blaber

Powerbronze was offering comprehensive aftermarket bodywork and accessories

Already well known for their extensive range of crash protection parts,
R&G Racing is expanding its product range to include rider contact
points such as adjustable rear sets

The Suzuki Savage engined ‘Herejia’ by No Stock Bikes took the top
prize in the Custom : ExCel show during the London Motorcycle Show

http://www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com
http://www.puig.tv
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T he new so-called 'Milan' style AIMExpo at Orlando, Florida,
in October this year has now finally confirmed that one of
the US market's primary OE manufacturers is to exhibit at

the new show.
The first to confirm involvement is Yamaha Motor Corporation USA
with Kim Knupp of Yamaha's events department saying “on behalf
of all of us at Yamaha and Star Motorcycle, we are both proud and
excited to announce our official participation at the inaugural
AIMExpo in Orlando this Fall”.
Former Cycle World publisher and long-time MIC Chairman Larry
Little, who heads up the show for organiser Marketplace Events,
said that “Yamaha has captured the vision of AIMExpo as the new
grand stage for the powersports business in North America ... they
are the first to embrace the innovative concept of bringing all
corners of motorcycling and powersports in North America to one
place at one time - at the right place at the right time”.
In a remark that suggests that Little's vision of offering the OEs an
integrated expo concept, that could also do double duty as an
opportunity for OE dealer meetings, Yamaha's Kim Knupp went on to
say that “AIMExpo is poised to capitalise on a time and venue that's a
perfect match for us at Yamaha and for our dealers”.
Indeed, as this edition of IDN went to press, AIMExpo further
announced that Erik Buell Racing (EBR) will be hosting its dealers at

the new event in October.
Commenting on his decision, Erik
Buell is quoted as saying
"AIMExpo is adding excitement to
the revitalised motorcycle
industry, and is occurring at a
great location and time, when
dealers and riders are planning
their purchases to be ready for the
next riding season".
Back in November, the show
announced that it was to host the
Italian Trade Commission (ITC)
presentation that had for so long
been a feature of Advanstar's
dealer expo at Indianapolis.
The ITC offers a bulk turnkey
Italian Pavilion exhibition
opportunity and several of the
leading Italian aftermarket parts, accessories and apparel
manufacturers have been fixtures in an ITC programme that adds
considerable international gravitas to whichever show the
organisation chooses to back.

T he Motorcycle Industry
Council (MIC) has
announced the

expansion of its membership
programme to include dealers
and retailers.
As new MIC members, American
powersports dealers and
retailers will join approximately
300 existing member
companies, which include
motorcycle manufacturers and
distributors, aftermarket

product manufacturers,
importers, distributors, and
more.
“Powersports dealers are
impactful businesses on Main
Street throughout the United
States and are a direct link to
consumers,” said Tim Buche,
President and CEO, MIC. “By
bringing in the new dealer
members, we are exponentially
extending our collective reach
and, as a result, significantly

growing our industry
community. We look forward to
the day when we represent
businesses in every
congressional district in
America.”
A Dealer Advisory Council will
be appointed later this year to
consult with the MIC board of
directors on issue spotting and
opportunities to improve the
rider experience. “MIC's mission
has always been to preserve,

protect and promote
motorcycling with the emphasis
on riders,” Buche said.
MIC membership will now be
available to approximately
5,000 existing dealers and 6,000
independent outlets that offer
traditional sales and service,
service only and ancillary retail
services.

F ollowing Steve Johnson's decision to retire as President of Tucker
Rocky, the company announced the appointment of Dan Courtney
as President, effective in January this year.

Courtney comes to Tucker Rocky from an automotive aftermarket
background, and is "relentlessly customer centric", said J A Lacy, Chairman of
Tucker Rocky.

"He is a proven leader with an exceptional track record, delivering
innovation, quality and value to both retailers and suppliers. We couldn't be
happier to have him join our team", Lacy went on to say.

Outgoing President Steve Johnson has given Courtney his wholehearted
backing saying "I have no doubt he will continue to build on the foundation of
our customer-friendly culture and accelerate our supply chain and dealer
support initiatives".

Courtney will have big shoes to fill because Johnson leaves the
company in much better shape than it was when he inherited it, and has
earned widespread respect in the powersports industry for his plain
speaking and common sense real world approach. As if the downturn of

the past five years wasn't enough to make Johnson's tenure a tricky one,
at the time he took up the post the company was only part way through a
process of dealing with multiple logistical impacts, software issues and
warehouse headaches.

Throughout Johnson's time, and especially through the worst years of the
recession, he kept sales growing and has put the company's difficulties firmly
behind it.

In more Tucker Rocky related news, the company announced in December
that it was to part ways with Scorpion, with the helmet company returning to
dealer-direct sales, having abandoned the much vaunted non-distributor policy
that saw it grow so aggressively in the years following its foundation in 2004.

Scorpion Sports' John Kim, Vice President for the brand's US operations,
has said that the mixed sales approach ultimately did not fit with Scorpion
Sports Inc's newly restructured organisation and Korean parent Kido Sports’
preferred US sales strategy. Headquartered out of Santa Fe Springs in
California, Scorpion Sports Inc has named former KLIM man Jayson
Wickenkamp as its new National Sales Manager.
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AMERICAN REPORT

D espite a strong return to
growth in 2011,
Japanese motorcycle

manufacturer exports to the
United States levelled off in 2012.
2011 saw Japanese motorcycle
exports rise by 87 percent after
only sending the US 88,074
motorcycles in 2010. However, last
year saw a notional increase of just
one percent and, most worrying for
US dealers, the fourth quarter saw
a decrease of 9 percent over 2011.
Internationally, exports to Canada
were up by 22 percent to 17,564
(though fourth quarter shipments

dropped there too - by 11 percent),
while exports worldwide decreased
by 5 percent to 479,163 units.
Total Japanese motorcycle
production (Honda, Kawasaki,
Suzuki and Yamaha) was 595,327
units, a decrease of seven percent
over 2011, and the second
consecutive year that Japanese
production had decreased in total.
Final quarter production by the 'Big
Four' was down 21 percent
compared to the final quarter of
2011 despite being up by
around five percent for the six
months through to June 2012.

C hampion Trikes and
Lehman Trikes say that they
“continue to make great

strides” in the few short months since
Champion Investments purchased
Spearfish, South Dakota based
Lehman.
Lehman returned to full operations

in October last year, and the company
says that it has been “slammed with
orders nationwide for Harley-
Davidson, Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki
and Victory trike conversions.”
Terree Matson-McCoy, Vice

President of Lehman Trikes, said: “We
have been increasing staff since the
purchase of the company in June and

continue to increase our dealer
network with trucks continually
delivering trikes and picking up
motorcycles for conversion.”
Originators of the 'EX Steer' and of

reverse gears and disc brakes for
trikes, Champion say that they too are
experiencing “tremendous growth.”
Jim Pinto, Vice President of

Champion Trikes, said that the

company is “currently in the
beginning stages of development for
an exciting new product to enhance
the comfort for many trikers.”
Both Champion and Lehman say

the are also making a breakthrough
in the global market.  Strategic
alliances have been developed in key
countries to give Champion a foot-
hold in the lucrative international trike

market. “Both companies are already
in the global market, but we have a
fantastic opportunity to introduce our
American-made trikes into a market
that is also growing in the three-
wheel segment.”

V ance & Hines is reported to have paid a
$500,000 fine to the California Air
Resource Board (CARB) as a result of

selling non-approved emissions-related parts. The fine
was paid by the exhaust manufacturer to avoid
further action being taken against its dealers and
customers. 
Having to pay a penalty of $500,000 for selling,

prior to Jan. 1, 2013, emissions-related parts not
approved by the board, the exhaust maker has
taken actions to ensure no further enforcement
related to the parts befalls dealers or customers.
In a statement issued by Vance & Hines,

President Paul Langley said: “We are pleased to
have resolved this matter with CARB, and to have

worked out an approach that should avoid
future misunderstandings about the proper use
of our exhaust systems and emissions-related
parts. We are committed to ensuring that our
parts fully comply with applicable air quality
standards in California, and that our customers
and business partners understand the
appropriate fitment and uses.”
In a comment on the result of the action a

CARB representative said: “V&H is actively
working with CARB’s Aftermarket Parts Section
to ensure that all of its aftermarket critical
emission control parts that are sold, offered for
sale, or advertised in California obtain the
necessary exemptions from CARB.”Paul Langley

T he MIC (Motorcycle
Industry Council), has
reported that retail

sales among the 19 motorcycle
manufacturers they track
increased 2.6 percent in 2012.
Indeed, the MIC says that all

four segments - scooter, dual-
purpose, on-highway and
off-highway - showed year-on-
year new unit sales increases
for the first time since 2002.
The most significant growth

rates were among scooters (up
7.7 percent) and dual purpose
motorcycles (up 7.4 percent).
Off-highway motorcycles were
up by 2.1 percent with on-

highway motorcycles up by
1.8 percent.
“The MIC is optimistic about

this increase,” said MIC
President and CEO Tim Buche.
“In spite of some

challenging economic times
the sale of used motorcycles
has also increased. Though
revenue is not reported to
MIC, the major aftermarket

distributors have
acknowledged strong demand
and increased sales as well.”
Throughout the downturn I

have been preaching the gospel
that although new unit sales in
the United States have been
dramatically off for several
years, in all probability the
actual number of miles being
ridden and the total “bike park”

is likely to have continued
increasing.
The MIC appears to now also

be pointing to this as Buche
went on to say that: “We know
that Americans are still enjoying
themselves a great deal on
bikes as tire sales have
increased over the last three
years.
“Estimated vehicle miles

travelled were 29 billion in
2009, an increase of 8 billion
miles since 2003. All of this
signals that motorcycling is an
increasingly mainstream mode
of transportation and fun.”
www.mic.org
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LEOVINCE’S latest exhaust is the hand-made X-Fight, an E-
approved system for off-road and street use on all two-stroke
50cc motorcycles. 

The X-Fight is manufactured completely from TIG welded
stainless steel, with 10mm stainless steel used to form the
cones that make up the expansion chamber. The collector is
equipped with two springs for attachment to both the
expansion chamber and the silencer. Between the expansion
body and silencer junctions, there are also rubber rings to

avoid any oil leaks. 
The silencer is attached to

the frame by a carbon fibre bracket. 
The X-Fight line is available to fit a large range of bike

models.

SITO/LEOVINCE
Monticello d’Alba (CN), ITALY
Tel: +39 0173 465 111  
info@leovince.com
www.leovince.com

KTM’s 990 Adventure is the latest bike to benefit
from the performance enhancements made by
fitting a K&N High-Flow air filter. 
The High-Flow filter, which fits ’07 – ’13 KTM 990

Adventure bikes, has been designed to lower air-
flow restriction and thus give an increase in engine
performance. The filter uses ‘XD’ extra-fine weave
pleated cotton for filtration, with deep 1-¼in pleats
providing high capacity and long life. The cotton
filter element is mounted in a durable Urethane
moulded frame, and is washable, reusable, pre-oiled
and ready for installation. It is supplied with a one-
year limited warranty.

K&N ENGINEERING/SRM EUROPE
Eindhoven, THE NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)40 256 8678
tech@knfilters.com
www.knfilters.com

K&N air filter for 990 Adventure

INTERPHONE has introduced a new motorbike specific GPS
system – the GPSBIKE, which features a special touch screen
designed for use with gloves.

Information on the GPSBIKE is shown on a 3.5in display
with 3D graphics (with a 2D option selectable), and due to the

included integrated Bluetooth module, the spoken directions
can be listened to through compatible headsets.

The GPSBIKE uses the road mapping system City Navigator
(preset to Full Europe) and guarantees safe navigation, via the
most up-to-date maps of Europe available.

The GPS BIKE is a ‘plug & play’ system, supplied with all
parts needed to install, and uses a rechargeable, built-in
lithium-ion battery with power reserve of up to four hours,
depending on usage, and has a slot for SD memory expansion.

Features on the unit include speed camera indicator, speed
limit warning message, ‘Avoid Road’ function and points of
interest including gas stations, parking lots, restaurants and
more.

Three versions of the GPSBIKE are available:
GPSBIKEFULLEUROPE – maps of Europe (36 countries),
GPSBIKEEUROPE – maps of Europe (19 countries) and
GPSBIKEITALY – map of Italy.

CELLULAR ITALIA
Reggio Emilia, ITALY
Tel: +39 0522 334002
international.interphone@cellularline.com
www.cellularline.com

Interphone GPSBIKE

LeoVince hand-made X-Fight

mailto:info@leovince.com
http://www.leovince.com
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ÖHLINS has used its TTX22 cartridge kit as the basis
of its new 48mm aftermarket front fork for MX and
Enduro applications. This latest version of the fork is
an update on the design used in 2012 and now
features new outer tubes as well as new steel tubes
with a new coating to give less friction.

The TTX22 kit is a pressurized 22mm cartridge kit,
which has a new piston holder inside, said to ease
maintenance of the fork. The check valve is also
improved with the service capability in mind.

A second change to the design is that the fork
bottoms now come in a different aluminium alloy
that is claimed to be stronger to resist the impact of
flying stones, while at the same time incorporating

the strength necessary to withstand hard landing
after long jumps.

ÖHLINS RACING
Upplands Vaesby, SWEDEN
Tel: +46 (0)859 002 500
info@ohlins.se
www.ohlins.com

Öhlins MX and Enduro
48mm aftermarket fork

BC LITHIUM is the latest smart battery
charger to be produced by BC Battery
Controller, which has been designed
specifically for charging and maintaining
LiFePO4 batteries. 
The BC Lithium Series is made up of two
models: BC LITHIUM 7000 battery charger
and tester with LCD display and a maximum
current of 7 amps, and BC LITHIUM 1500,
with a maximum current of 1.5 amps. 
The seven cycles charging algorithm used
by the chargers is said to provide a rapid
and efficient charge of the battery, a charge
balancing between the battery cells and a

proper maintenance of the optimum level of
charge even for long periods. The battery is
analysed at the beginning and the end of
the charging process, and when using BC
LITHIUM 7000, it is possible to verify the
battery cranking power and the proper
functioning of the charging system of the
vehicle the battery is fitted to
(alternator/regulator). 

BC BATTERY CONTROLLER
Cisliano (MI), ITALY
Tel: +39 02 90385059
export@batterycontroller.it
www.batterycontroller.com

BC Lithium battery chargers
for all LiFePo4 batteries

GIANNELLI has introduced a line of exhausts for the
BMW C600 Sport scooter. 

The slip-on exhaust, which feature an Ipersport
silencer, is street legal and offered in a choice of
titanium or aluminium. The titanium version features
a carbon fibre end cap. The aluminium slip-on can be
ordered in a choice of brushed or black anodized
finishes.

Giannelli is also offering a collector kit, which
eliminates the OE catalytic converter on the C600
Sport. 

GIANNELLI SILENCERS
Selci di San Giustino (PG), ITALY
Tel: +39 0758 61081
info@giannelli.com
www.giannelli.com

Giannelli BMW C600 Sport exhaust
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SLOVENIAN wheel manufacturer Rotobox is making
what it claims is the world’s lightest carbon fibre
motorcycle wheels.
In order to create the lightweight design Rotobox

uses boxed-spoke construction, which is also claimed
to increase the rigidity and strength of the wheel. In
addition the concept of mass centralisation is
employed in the design to give less inertia and less

of a gyroscopic effect when in motion.
The Rotobox wheels have been tested to adhere

to JWL JASO T203-85 safety standards, and feature
carbon fibre monocoque rims. The company uses six
different types of carbon material, which are CNC
tailored and hand placed into the tools to mould the
rims.
Once finished the rims are combined with hubs,

spacers, disk carrier and sprocket carrier, which are
all machined from 7075 Ergal aluminium, and SKF
bearings.
While the wheels have been developed to be

direct replacement for stock wheels they do need to
be used with the specific sprocket, five-hole M10 on
wheelbase diameter 100mm for any chain (520, 525

or 530). These sprockets are available from various
suppliers, but Rotobox also makes its own sprocket,
which can be ordered with the wheels.
Rotobox currently has two designs available; the

RBX1 and RBX2 (both sized 17x 6/3.5in), suitable to
fit on any Superbike.
The Rotobox carbon fibre wheel sets are supplied

packed in a special aluminium Alubox.

ROTOBOX
Sentjur, SLOVENIA
Tel: +386 7490394
info@rotobox-wheels.com
www.rotobox-wheels.com

PRODUCT NEWS 

Rotobox carbon wheels
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TECNIGAS has launched its 2013
range of aftermarket exhausts for maxi
scooters. 

The new line of exhaust
includes the 2013 version of its
existing MAXI 4. A new addition for
2013 is a version of the MAXI 4 that
features a removable stainless steel
heat shield. Both versions are available
for a range of scooters and
homologated.

Developed for riders looking for an
increase in performance Tecnigas now
has the new 4 SCOOT range. This

homologated exhaust uses stainless
steel construction and is said to be
lighter than the stock item it replaces.  

TECNIGAS
Crespia, SPAIN
Tel: +34 972 570 988
info@tecnigas.com
www.tecnigas.com
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VENHILL has announced that all of its
motorcycle control cables will now be
made to its top-of-the-range
Featherlight specification, following a
surge in  demand for  the
manufacturer’s highest quality
products from customers.

Featherlight brake, clutch and
throttle cables are developed from
OEM items and designed to deliver
improved performance and durability
along with smoother action. Made
with Teflon liners for low friction, the
clutch, thrott le and choke/
decompressor cables have stainless
steel inner wires, while the brake
cables use galvanised steel wire. All
Venhill cables are ‘Bird-caged’ -  a
special process applied to the end of

an inner cable wire that allows solder
to penetrate the weave of the cable,
making the bond with the nipple much
stronger.

Venhill cables are produced in a
range of colours, including black, blue,
green, yellow, orange and red, with a
choice of fittings in aluminium or zinc-
plated steel.  

Dealer workshop kits are also
available that contain everything
needed to replace and/or upgrade
approximately ten motorcycle/scooter
cables and come housed in a durable
tool box.

VENHILL ENGINEERING 
Dorking, Surrey, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1306 885111
info@venhill.co.uk 
www.venhill.co.uk

Venhill Feather-
light cables

PINASCO has developed a line
of performance upgrades based
around the engine’s intake. The
first new part is the company’s
‘R’ Series of carburettors, which
have been developed for racing
applications. 
All Pinasco carburettors marked
with the letter R have the
internal passages CNC
machined to improve the flow
of fuel and to eliminate the
effect of ‘empty gasoline’. An
additional change is that the
passages of the float chamber
cover are completely machined
to allow a perfect filling of the
float chamber.
On the models SI 26/26 R, the

venturi has been further CNC
machined to increase the
standard diameter and get the
maximum size of 26mm
compared to 25.4mm of the
standard model. 
The R carburettor is also
available with the classic
venturi VRX (CNC machined). 
To optimise its carburettors
Pinasco has realesed special

minimum jets 55-58-60-62-65-
68/160 in a convenient kit.
For use on the Vespa PX series
of scooters, Pinasco has created
the ‘Airbox’, a filter cover which
increases by 120 percent the
volume of air inside the filter
box to improve the engine
performance especially at low
rpm. 

The increase of the
displacement and the size of
carburettors in modified
engines reduces the efficiency
of the intake system due to a
limited volume of air, which is
often not enough to supply the
engine. However, with the
Airbox from Pinasco fitted the
engine is able to breathe better
and take advantage of the
changes.

PINASCO
Padova, ITALY
Tel: +39 049 767472
info@pinasco.com
www.pinasco.com

Intake options from Pinasco

SAMCOSPORT now has a version
of its Samco hose kit available
to fit ’06 – ’13 Yamaha YZF600
R6 bikes. 
SamcoSport offer a ‘Fit and
Forget’ lifetime warranty on the
hoses, which it describes as
being designed to offer the best
quality and performance in
aftermarket hoses.
The 11-piece R6 kit can be
ordered in a choice of blue or
red. 

SAMCOSPORT
Pontyclun, Mid Glamorgan, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1443 238464
bikes@samcosport.com
www.samcosport.com

Samco hoses for R6

A new version of the MAXI 4
features a removable stainless steel
heat shield

Maxi scooter line

Stainless steel is used in the
construction of the 4 SCOOT exhausts to
make them lighter than stock pipes

The original MAXI 4 maxi scooter exhaust continues to be available in 2013

mailto:info@tecnigas.com
http://www.tecnigas.com
mailto:info@venhill.co.uk
http://www.venhill.co.uk
mailto:info@pinasco.com
http://www.pinasco.com
mailto:bikes@samcosport.com
http://www.samcosport.com
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THE latest bike to have a Speed Edge
exhaust designed for it by MIVV is the
Honda VFR 1200. 
The Speed Edge silencer has a ‘squashed’
design on the inside, which means it can get
as close as possible to the frame of the VFR,
while the hexagonal irregular section makes
it possible to house a powerful catalyser.
The silencer features stainless steel
construction with a carbon fibre end cap,
carbon fibre is also used for the mounting
strap.
Due to the fitting kit supplied with the
exhaust, there are two mounting options:
a high assembly for a sporty look when no
saddle gags are used, or a lower assembly
for use with touring equipment.

MIVV
Sant’ Omero (TE), ITALY
Tel: +39 0861 8120 237  
moto@mivv.it 
www.mivv.it

Speed Edge for VFR 1200

POWERBRONZE has a small range of parts available
for BMW’s R1200R ’06 – ’12.

Offered in a choice of gloss black or carbon look,
the Powerbronze rear hugger uses steel sleeved
rubber mounting points to dampen vibration and
avoid cracking. It is pre-drilled and supplied with all
required fittings and instructions. Made from a high
impact plastic for a smooth internal finish, the hugger
has ‘rolled’ edges. 

A second option for the R1200R offered by
Powerbronze is the company’s ‘Light Screen’, which
is available in a range of colours and supplied with
all necessary fittings.

POWERBRONZE
Littlehampton, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1903 783222
sales@powerbronze.co.uk
www.powerbronze.co.uk

Powerbronze products
for R1200R

POLINI is stating that its ECU (engine
control unit) is the most advanced
programmable unit for all four-stroke
engines it has ever made in its Bergamo
factory. 
The Polini ECU controls the amount of fuel
entering the cylinder by changing the
ignition timing. It is an add-on unit that fits
the scooter with the appropriate cables
connected directly to the original injector. 
Once installed, the injection fuelling can be
changed every 200rpm with a simple click
to allow users to get perfect carburetion by
increasing or decreasing the amount of
entering the engine. 

POLINI MOTORI
Alzano Lombardo (BG), ITALY
Tel: +39 035 2275 111
news@polini.com
www.polini.com

Polini ECU for
four-stroke
injection
engines
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GALFER now has an over-sized Wave rotor
kit available to fit Kawasaki’s KLR 650
’88 – ‘12 model years. 
Each kit includes a Galfer 320mm Wave
rotor, a relocation bracket, Galfer green

pads, a steel-braided brake line, and all
necessary mounting hardware.
Like all Galfer Wave rotors, the 320mm over-
size rotor is laser-cut from Galfer’s own high
carbon 420 SS/8 composite and heat-
treated to prevent warping. The patented
Wave design is said to minimise heat
transfer, equalises dissipation and ensures
even pad wear.

INDUSTRIAS GALFER
Barcelona, SPAIN
Tel: +34 93 568 9090
info@galfer.es
www.galfer.es
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PUIG now has a version of its Z-Racing windscreen
to fit the 2013 Kawasaki Ninja 300. 

The windscreen features a round finished edge
and 3mm thick high impact acrylic. The design is said
to reduce windflow over the screen instead of
diverting it around the sides in order to reduce
pressure on the rider’s helmet. 

The Z-Racing screen is available in dark smoke,
light smoke, black, and clear finishes.

PUIG
Granollers, Barcelona, SPAIN
Tel: +34 938 490633
info@puig.tv
www.puig.tv

Puig screen for Ninja 300

THE Nolan Group has developed a range of
communication systems, made up of the N-Com B1,
N-Com BX4 and N-Com MULTI 2, to allow
motorcycle riders to easily talk to each other and/or
their pillion passengers while riding, or to answer
mobile phone calls. 

All Nolan helmets pre-set for the N-Com system
are approved with the communication system
installed, consequently they comply with regulation
ECE/ONU 22-05. 

The N-Com range starts with the low-cost N-Com
B1 Bluetooth intercom. The B1 allows riders a
connection via Bluetooth to mobile phones and
satellite navigators, and the ability to listen to music
via Bluetooth or cable and use the intercom function
via Bluetooth through any N-Com system. A single
or twin product pack is available, containing all the
necessary helmet equipment. 

The B1 is available in two different versions for the
following models: N104, N103, N91, N90, N86,
N85, N71, N44, N43E AIR, N43 AIR, N43E, and N43.

The option to communicate with up to four bikes
within a 500m range is offered by the  N-Com BX4,
the new X-Series communication system specifically
designed for Nolan’s X-lite helmets, thanks to an
innovative aerial integrated in the control keypad.

The BX4 system comes equipped with integrated
FM radio with RDS and allows for Bluetooth
connection to mobile phones, Mp3 players and GPS
systems. With a connection to a PC, it is possible to
configure audio parameters, store favourite radio
stations and upgrade the system to the latest

available software version. 
Nolan has designed the BX4 specifically for use in

the X-1002, X-702, X-701, X-603, X-602, X-551,
X-402GT, X-402T, and X-402 X-lite helmets.

Completing the line-up in the N-Com range is
the Multi 2, which is described by Nolan as a
universal communication system. The Multi 2, like
the B1, offers a connection via Bluetooth to mobile
phones and satellite navigators, and the ability to
listen to music via Bluetooth or cable and use the
intercom function via Bluetooth through any
N-Com system.

Multi 2 can be easily fitted to several helmet
models by the user, due to the dual clip-on
attachment. The system can be transferred from one
helmet to another, and Nolan and Grex helmets have
been approved with the Multi 2 system installed, and
compatible helmets are the N101, N100E, N100,
N63, N62, N33, N20, G9.1, RF2, G6.1, R2, J2PRO,
J2, and DJ1. A single or twin product pack is
available.

NOLAN
Brembate di Sopra (BG), ITALY
Tel: +39 035 602111  
info@nolan.it
www.nolan.it

Nolan N-Com range 

Over-sized
Wave rotor for
KLR 650
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WITH available stands at Big Bike Europe being booked at a healthy rate since the start of the year, a further update to
the show floorplan has released additional exhibitor space. However, it still looks like we only have room for another
15 or so exhibitors. Even in these uncertain times for established show projects the “space all sold” signs may be
going up on the first annual Big Bike Europe before the expo opens to invited trade visitors and their VIP guest riders
on Friday May 10th. We anticipate publishing a 'lock-down' final show floorplan version at the end of March.
Recent exhibitors to book their stands include Californian manufacturer DNA Specialty, well known for their wheels,
front-end and trike conversion programs; Italian parts and accessory designer and manufacturer Rebuffini; California
based parts designer Battistinis Custom Cycles; market leading filter manufacturer K&N Engineering; noted Canadian
chassis engineer Rolling Thunder and world famous custom designer Arlen Ness' parts and accessory business.
The vendor, dealer and rider response to the concept of a pro-grade expo dedicated solely to parts, accessories,
custom, performance, tuning and workshop/service has clearly hit the motorcycle industry's 'sweet-spot' as exhibition
budgets are put under ever increasing pressure to deliver results. 

MEMBERS of the general public can
buy tickets for Saturday 11th and
Sunday 12th May, admission costs
20,00 Euro a day at the door, but
tickets can be pre-purchased for
15,00 Euro if bought online in
advance (up to April 30th 2013). 
A two-day/Weekend ticket is
available for 25,00 Euro if bought
online in advance (only). A family
ticket (for two adults and up to 4
children, minimum of 5 years of age)
is available for 40,00 Euro on the
door, or 35,00 Euro if purchased
online in advance. No children under
the age of 16 will be admitted unless
accompanied by an adult.

SET-UP days for the show are
Wednesday May 8th and
Thursday May 9th, with 'tear-
down' and move-out to be
complete by midnight on
Sunday May 12th.
The Show opening hours are -

FRIDAY MAY 10TH
10:00 hrs - 17:00 hrs
SATURDAY MAY 11TH
10:00 hrs - 17:00 hrs
SUNDAY MAY 12TH
10:00 hrs - 16:00 hrs

EXPO HEADQUARTERS HOTEL

Show HoursInternational vendors continue to
sign up as deadline approaches

World Championship passes 
the 100 bike mark with 
two months to go

Public Ticket
Sales underway

By pure coincidence last year's World Championship 
winning bike was from Germany, the first German winner, and 
was also the first custom bike by an authorized Harley-Davidson 
dealer to scoop the top prize. Even spookier still, the winner,
ThunderBike (Andreas Bergerforth and his team of trusty side-kicks)
are based at Hamminkeln, which is practically local, being some
60km north west of Essen - making the World Championship an even
greater potential draw for Essen area riders.

THE exceptional response to the decision to host the World Championship of Custom Bike
Building in Europe for the first time ever continues to capture the imagination of the European
custom bike industry.
With two months to go, and available competition space running out fast (having already
expanded the available space once already), having over a hundred bikes registered is “an
unprecedented level of participation in the history of the World Championship programme,”
according to Championship Director Neil Blaber.
“We have 107 bikes registered from 80 competitors from 22 different countries. It is already
apparent from some of the tech specs and run test videos we are seeing that we are going to be
celebrating the 10th year of the World Championships with a stunning standard of custom
motorcycle design and engineering.”

www.amdchampionship.comwww.bigbikeeurope.com

IDN has negotiated a bulk-booking
room rate with the Atlantic Congress
Hotel, Essen, as the exhibitor
headquarters hotel. Located 400 metres
from the show entrance, on the expo
campus, and right by the U-Bahn station
(underground train station - central
Essen main station is just six stops
away), rooms start from 129,00 Euro per
room per night for single or double
occupancy - all the rooms in the show
block booking are described as Deluxe.
That rate includes many items that are
usually charged as extra - such as 'American-style' breakfast buffet, sales tax (VAT), and in-room WiFi
internet access ... the rate includes a daily bottle of mineral water in the room, and, should you have time,
free use of the hotel's spa and fitness facilities.
Rooms can either be booked through the AMD office by e-mailing Exhibitor Services Project Manager
Sara Viney at sv@BigBikeEurope.com; alternatively Sara can provide you with a direct link to the BBE-
branded hotel booking portal for the bulk-booking room rate.

mailto:sv@BigBikeEurope.com
http://www.bigbikeeurope.com
http://www.amdchampionship.com
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OFFICIAL PARTNERS
10th-12th MAY

www.amdchampionship.comwww.bigbikeeurope.com

ESSEN, GERMANY

The  World Championship of Custom Bike Building thanks the exhibitors at 
Big Bike Europe for helping to make the World Championship program possible.

Some 20 percent plus of the marketing budget that they are investing in their Big Bike Europe participation is going
towards the costs of staging the World Championship.

We are proud to acknowledge and thank them for the contribution they are making to the future of our industry ...



R&G Racing has released a comprehensive range of
bolt-on damage protection and styling products for
the latest Kawasaki ZX-6R 636 Ninja.
The range of crash protection parts include heavy

duty engine case covers and carbon engine case
sliders for the motor and Aero crash protector for the
frame, which are designed to keep as much of the
bike off the ground as possible in the event of a fall.
The teardrop-shaped ‘bungs’ are constructed from
high-density Polyethylene, developed to wear and
not shatter, and R&G utilises a special grade of steel
bolt to help absorb an impact by bending, rather than
snapping or twisting their mounting points on the
bike.
With the fuel tank being one of the most

expensive bodywork items to replace on a bike, R&G
offers bar end sliders that protrude
longer than the stock items and
work in a similar way to the Aero
crash protectors.
Developed with the

California Superbike School
and used by R&G-supported
teams in the British Superbike
championships, the carbon tank
sliders are a simple-to-fit shield
for the tank edges.
Further protection products

available include fork protectors, radiator guards,
downpipe grills, shocktube and the new carbon tail
sliders.
A highlight among the styling options offered for

the Ninja 636 by R&G is the ‘Tail Tidy’, which
eliminates the bulky license plate hanger.

R&G RACING
Alton, Hants, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1420 89007
info@rg-racing.com
www.rg-racing.com

SURFLEX has introduced two new clutch disc
kits to fit the latest two-stoke KTM 250 and
four-stroke KTM 350 and 450.
The 250 kit is made up of eight die-cast
aluminium trimmed discs and eight middle steel
discs, while the 350 and 459 version has eight
die-cast aluminium trimmed discs and nine
middle steel discs. The material used for the
friction coating has been specifically formulated
for off-road use and is a mixture composed of
fibres and technologically advanced resins.

SURFLEX
Tradate (VA), ITALY
Tel: +39 0331 811795
surflex@iol.it
www.surflex.it

PRODUCT NEWS 

Clutch disc kit for KTM 250 2T
and KTM 350-450 4T

AKRAPOVIC has increased its off-road exhaust
system options with new introductions to suit 2013
model launches. The company is now offering its
Evolution Line exhaust for the 2013 Honda
CRF250R, Kawasaki KX450F and Suzuki RM-Z250
and its Racing Line exhaust for the Yamaha YZ450F.
Across the range all of the exhausts are designed

to meet FIM 2013 noise limits. 
The Racing Line range consists of complete

exhaust systems that feature a silencer with titanium
outer sleeve and high-quality stainless steel headers.
Their unique design offers weight reductions
compared to stock systems and performance
enhancements.
The Evolution Line exhaust system is the

Akrapovic� flagship off-road exhaust, tested and
used by its factory racing teams. It is a titanium

exhaust system, which is manufactured to maximise
the engine’s performance, while reducing overall
weight, with titanium headers matched to the
titanium outer sleeve of the silencer.

AKRAPOVIC
Ivancna Gorica, SLOVENIA
Tel: +386 (0)1787 8404
info@akrapovic.com 
www.akrapovic.com

Akrapovic off-road exhaust systems

Ninja protection from R&G
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GERMAN motorcycle luggage carrying
specialist Fehling has expanded its range to
include options for the Honda Integra. 
The luggage carrying accessories the
company now manufactures for the Integra
include a rear rack, a rack that will work
with Givi and Kappa Monokey top boxes
and pannier racks, again for use with Givi or
Kappa Monokey cases. 
In addition to the luggage options, Fehling is
also producing crash protection bars to mount
on the front of the bike. 

FEHLING GMBH & CO
Wickede (Ruhr), GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)2377 2033
info@fehling.de
www.fehling.de

Fehling accessories for Integra

BASED near Vicenza, Free Spirits worked with
German artist Steven and South Tyrolean air brush
and paint specialist Hups to create a special Triumph
America, using many of its specialist parts to display
at the upcoming 27th Bikerfest from 9-12 May near
Udine, Italy

To ensure the Triumph’s performance matches its
looks, Free Spirits has equipped the engine with its
production oversized air filter and a new design of
exhaust, inspired by US muscle cars, which includes
a db killer baffle. To ensure the maximum benefits
from these changes a Free Spirits ECM Tfi unit has
also been installed to control the fuel injection.

In order to make the most of the increased power
a 240-section tyre has been fitted to the rear of the
bike, which necessitated a custom CNC machined
swingarm and an outboard pulley for the
transmission. 

At the front of the bike an aftermarket fork,
originally destined for a Harley-Davidson, was
sourced from Motorcycle Storehouse and is held in
place by a set of Free Spirits triple trees. An additional
change to the front of the bike is the upgraded
braking, which is made up of Brembo four-piston
callipers and 320mm Newfren discs. New levers are
used on the handlebars to match the callipers. 

Free Spirits also used its production parts to supply
the shortened rear mudguard and license plate
holder and lights. The final change was the addition
of a set of CNC machined billet aluminium forward
controls. 

FREE SPIRITS
Carrè (VI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0445 390437
info@freespirits.it
www.freespirits.it

Free Spirits Triumph America

PRODUCT NEWS 

SHAD has a comprehensive range of luggage options
available to fit Honda’s Crosstour, which includes soft
luggage.

Capable of being used as a backpack as well as a
tank bag, the Shad SB22 includes a magnetic
adjustment system to increase security when it is on
the bike. Also included with the bag are a rain cover
and additional adjustment straps, as well as a map
pocket on the top.

The luggage options from Shad for the Crosstour
include the medium capacity SB15 GPS tank bag. The
20cm high x 30cm wide and 34cm deep bag features
a pocket for a GPS.

NAD/SHAD
Barcelona, SPAIN
Tel: +34 935 795866
www.shad.es

Shad accessories for
Honda Crosstour

SB22

SB15

 

SINCE 1997
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TOMMASELLI has launched a new line of
cables designed to work with its Domino
XM2, KRR 03 and KRE 03 throttle controls.  
The cables, which are manufactured in Italy,
have been developed with the help of race
teams involved in various championship
race series. 

DOMINO/TOMMASELLI
Sirtori (LC), ITALY
Tel: +39 0399 211286
domino@domino-group.com
www.domino-group.com

New cables for
Domino XM2,
KRR 03 and
KRE 03 throttles

ERMAX now has a range of accessories available for
the 2013 Yamaha XJ6, including the Ermax
aftermarket Sport Nose screen for the XJ6, available
in 12 colours with the option of 16 screen printed
designs.

The belly pan made by Ermax is offered in two
finishes; rough black or ready painted. Made from
thermoform ABS, it is supplied with a fitting kit. The
same finish options are offered on the rear hugger
for the XJ6, which like the belly pan is made from
thermoform ABS. The hugger also incorporates a
chain guard. 

Designed to tidy up the
rear of the bike
under the seat

area, the undertray by Ermax is again made from
thermoform ABS in a choice of rough black or painted
finishes. It is supplied with an SUP09 plate support
in black anodised aluminium, and an SDC02 retro-
reflector support in black anodised aluminium. A
version is also available with mini turn signals
attached.

The final piece for the XJ6 from Ermax is a
thermoform ABS seat cover.

ERMAX
Roquefort la Bedoule, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)4 42 73 67 91/92
contact@ermax-design.com
www.ermax-design.com

Ermax equips XJ6
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WOMEN'S boots are becoming
an important part of the Forma
collection, and in the 2013 line-
up there are four boots for
women, and the newest model
is Vogue, with emphasis on
looks and material.
The upper is made from full
grain leather, and the high-heel
sole is a specific lady touring
sole with a dedicated
compound mixture. Externally
Vogue features an elastic side
panel for improved comfort
and fit, ornamental buckles and
a convenient Velcro and zip
closure. This boot also features
a personalised waterproof and
breathable Drytex membrane,
as well as TPU moulded and
injected ankle protection and
memory foam padding. The
shape of this boot has been

specifically designed and
constructed for the female
foot.
Further features include an
Ultra Dual Flex inner sole with
EVA anti-shock covering made
in Texon material with a steel
reinforcement in the lowermost
area to give greater stability
when riding. The APS (Air Pump
System) provides exceptional
ventilation starting from the
center of the insole.
Vogue is CE approved and
available in black in sizes 35 to
42, designed and developed in
Italy and made in the EU.

SDE MOTORSPORT
Altivole (TV), ITALY
Tel. +39 0423 915335
info@formaboots.com
www.formaboots.com
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NEW from Drenaline are the Tourer
Lady gloves, which due to the light
Softshell material stop wind effect
without loss of sensitivity. They are
made of Nylon and cow's leather and
Kevlar and have a waterproof and
breathable Eyedry membrane and
Thermor lining, as well as reflective
inserts.

Protectors can be found on fingers
and knuckles and colour is black.

MASAC
Cantanhede, PORTUGAL
Tel: +351 231 410 752
masac@masac.pt
www.masac.pt

Tourer
Lady
gloves

ALL helmets in the X.01 family feature
a removable chin guard, and any
helmet in this range can quickly be
transformed from a full face to an open
face helmet and back.

The X.01 Tourer is the latest
addition, which has a top spoiler that
can be removed just like the chin
guard, making the helmet look like a
conventional open face helmet. Extra
features include an advanced
ventilation system, integrated sun
visor and Pinlock pins on the main
shield.

The helmet is homologated for use
as both open face and full face and

weighs 1,600 g +/-50 g, made of
techno polymer, with an anti-
allergenic and fully removable interior.
Ventilation is by four front intakes (two
on the shell and two on the chin guard)
and rear extractors.

Bottom caps for the open face
configuration are included. Colours
are white and matt black and sizes XS
to XL.

GIVI SRL
Flero (BS), ITALY
Tel. +39 030 358 1253
info@givi.it
www.givi.it

X.01 Tourer
helmet from Givi

X.01 Tourer helmet
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Vogue ladies boot
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THE "Esatech Back Pro" back
protector is 100% made in Italy by
Zandona from high-grade materials

and special textiles like S.R.T. (Sweat
Removing Textile), which is a very
transpiring 3D material that transfers
sweat to the outside.

Designed to protect the back from
impact while offering good lumbar
support, the external plate is a
hexagonal nitrile anti-shock structure
(Esatech System), particularly

formulated to absorb high impact
energies, and also to dissipate the
output energy over the whole
protector surface.

The internal padding is composed
of E.V.C. (Evoluted Viscoelastic Cells),
innovative waterproof anti-shock
mater ia l  with h igh
performance/weight/thickness rate,
completely perforated to increase
perspiration from the contact area to
the outside.

The waist closing is a double elastic
regulation system, excellent against
backache and very comfortable,
according to Zandona. The back
protector is said to be comfortable
because it follows the natural forward
movement of the spinal column and
achieves Lev.2 performance (4,6 kN

average result) according to the
EN1621-2/03 norm, while offering the
best comfort.

Esatech Back Pro is also foldable to
be stored in the motorcycle case and
comes in black/white in various height
and waist sizes.

ZANDONA
Caerano di San Marco (TV),
ITALY
Tel. +39 0423 569135
info@zandona.net
www.zandona.net

THE Free Evo jet is a protective and
light open face helmet, suitable for
urban use and short trips. It only
weighs 1,000g due to the external
shell in tri-composite fiber DCA
(Dyneema, carbon and aramidic fibre).

The inner EPS shell is moulded with
different densities in order to offer the
best shock absorption in case of an
impact, and has four channels to
provide air circulation in the helmet.

Free Evo has an inner, easy to use
50% smoke sun visor, and the inner
lining is made from anti-allergenic
sanitised fabric, completely removable
and washable, while the chinstrap has

a micrometric quick release buckle.
As all Premier helmets, the Free Evo

is homologated to ECE 22-05, sizes
are from XS to XL, and it is available in
two mono colours.

PMR Srl
Lucca, ITALY
Tel. +39 0583 730310
info@premier.it
www.premier.it

OXFORD has extended its range
of products with the
introduction of a new line of
waterproof luggage. The new
Aqua luggage is lightweight
and made with water resistant
zips and roll top openings to
ensure maximum protection for
the contents in all weathers.  
The entire range of bags feature
a front pocket with a resistant
zip for easy access to small
items, electro welded seams for
waterproofing, reflective inserts

for greater visibility,
and
compression
straps to
ensure stability
when
attached to
either bike or
rider. 
The Oxford
waterproof

Aqua roll bags have an

integral Velcro base strap and
double D-ring adjustable straps,
to secure the bag to the rear
seat of the motorcycle. Carry
handles and a shoulder strap
are included for ease of
transportation when off the
bike. 
The Aqua back packs have side
pockets made form netting and
a padded and breathable rear
section, with adjustable
shoulder straps.
Completing the range are the
Aqua waist packs that feature
fully adjustable waist straps,
which can be removed to allow
the bag to be used as an extra
waterproof pocket on the belt
of a jacket.

OXFORD PRODUCTS
Witney, Oxfordshire, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1993 862 300
info@oxprod.com
www.oxprod.com

Aqua luggage from Oxford

Esatech Back Pro

Jet Free Evo helmet

mailto:info@zandona.net
http://www.zandona.net
mailto:info@premier.it
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http://www.oxprod.com


THIS is the first all new
fashionable ladies boot from
Gaerne called 'Black Rose'.

It features new patterns just for
women and has Gaerne's Pro-
Tech ankle shield system as well
as side closures for easy on/off.
Rose is made from full grain
leather and inside it has a
Drytech membrane for keeping
feet dry.
On the rear it has a reflective
safety strip sewn in and also a
new anti-slip rubber lugsole.

GAERNE
Coste di Maser (TV), ITALY
Tel. +39 0423 923169
gaerne@gaerne.com
www.gaerne.com

Suomy MX Tourer
THE new MX Tourer from Suomy is an
enduro and racing helmet made from
Tricarboco, a special material mix
created by Suomy using Kevlar, carbon
and fiberglass.

It comes in two shell sizes, has total
ventilation and has been tested in the
wind tunnel. Comes with a peak for
enduro use, but if removed the helmet
can also be used for racing. The inner
visor is said to be easy to use, while the

outer visor is thermoformed, anti-
scratch and anti-fog treated.

MX Tourer is for multi-functional
use as it is also very light with only
1,250g of weight.

SUOMY
Lurago d'Erba (CO), ITALY
Tel. +39 031 696300
info@suomy.com
www.suomy.com
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Black
Rose boot
for ladies

http://www.kappamoto.com


THE new RaceCult MX helmets
from Sinisalo are made of glass
fibre reinforced polymer and
said to offer all the features of
top-class helmets for
motocross and enduro riders
like a large cut-out, a rugged
integral chinbar, an adjustable
peak, air ventilation and
extractors, a chinstrap with
double D-ring closure,
removable cheek pads and a
comfortable, breathable inner
lining that can be removed
from the helmet for cleaning.
Weighing only 1,150g, the
black helmets are available
with white, blue, red or orange
graphics.
Technically identical and just a
bit more expensive, the

"RaceCult Battery" model is
painted in the design of the
Finnish energy drink brand
"Battery". There is also the
flagship model "RaceCult
Carbon", exclusively available
with red graphics. Its outer
shell is reinforced with a high-
tech mixture of carbon, aramid
and glass fibres, meaning it's
even more resilient despite
only weighing 1,000g.
Certified to ECE standards, the
RaceCult helmets are available
in sizes from XS to XXL.

SINISALO SPORT
Lahti, FINLAND
Tel. +358 (0)3 822 2313
info@sinisalo.com
www.sinisalo.com

RaceCult MX helmets

Angie from Stylmartin
ITALIAN motorcycle boot brand
Stylmartin has upgraded their
Zeudi boot with a new black
leather version called Angie,
and say it is a perfect
combination of fashion and
technical performance.
The sole has been changed and
the wedge transformed into an
attractive separate 4 cm heel,
which improves the fit, making
the boot even more
comfortable. The upper is
calfskin nappa leather, which is
waterproof, breathable and has
anti-bacterial lining, internal PU
ankle protectors, is easy to
fasten and unfasten and has an
anti-slip sole.

CALZATURIFICIO ANTIS
Montebelluna (TV), ITALY
Tel. +39 0423 603033
info@stylmartin.it
www.stylmartin.it

DAVIDA has released a new lens tint
for its D4Vi9A 74 WRS sunglasses. The
existing range of replacement tinted
lenses in yellow, green, smoke, brown
and orange are now joined by a new
range of mirror coated and
photochromatic lenses.

Designed for astronauts by NASA,
the most striking mirror coating in this
new range is the black/red Revo mirror
lens, while the most adaptable are
the photochromatic lenses, which
automatically react to variable light
conditions; becoming darker in bright
light and less tinted as light levels
reduce.

Photochromatic lenses provide 100
percent UV protection (UV 400), and
all the D4Vi9A tinted and mirror lenses
provide 100 percent UV protection

(UV 400) and also have an anti-fog
coatings. 

The new lens options are smoke -
silver mirror, smoke - blue mirror,

smoke - black/red Revo mirror and
smoke - grey photochromatic.

The D4Vi9A WRS 74 sunglasses kit
comes as standard with clear lens
fitted and an additional set of smoke
lenses.

DAVIDA (UK) LTD.
Birkenhead, UK
Tel: +44 (0)151 647 2419
sales@davida.co.uk
www.davida.co.uk

New lenses for Davida Sunglasses
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JOHN Doe has created its
Kamikaze Kevlar jacket to offer
casual styling while providing
the wearer with weather and
crash protection. 
Made with a waterproof fabric,
cut to resemble a US Army
jacket, the Kamikaze has
removable armour at the
elbows, shoulders and back.
Inside the jacket there is also a
removable thermal liner. 

The Kamikaze is available in
black, olive or camo in sizes
S – 5XL.

JOHN DOE
Kriftel, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)6192 958 410
info@ridejohndoe.com
www.ridejohndoe.com

John Doe’s Kamikaze Kevlar field jackets

WITH the launch of the S2,
Schuberth has what it claims is the
world’s first motorcycle helmet with
two integrated antennas for
optimized Bluetooth and radio
reception.

Schuberth describes its S2 helmet
as an all-around helmet filling the
gap between the C3 flip-up touring
helmet and the SR1 racing helmet by
combining the best features of both.
The compact shell, lining and visor
with integrated sun visor are based
on the touring helmet, while the
aerodynamics, low weight and
down-force spoilers are borrowed
from the racing helmet.  

A key feature of the S2 is the new
ventilation system. A spoiler at the
back of the helmet conceals two air
extraction vents. Thanks to the
reduced pressure at the back of the
helmet created by the spoiler, an air
siphoning effect is created, pulling
more air through and providing the
rider with increased cooling. The air
intake vent on top of the helmet has
three different settings, which can be
fully closed in cold weather. The air
ducts inside the helmet have also
been extended allowing a larger
area to be ventilated and cooled.  

Internally, the padding for the
head, cheeks, neck and chin strap
uses materials such as Coolmax and
Thermocool for user comfort. The
inner lining is fully removable and
washable, the cheek pads are
interchangeable for guaranteed fit,
and the acoustic collar is removable. 

The integrated sun visor is
designed to follow the line of the
bridge of the nose with more
coverage in the eye area. Both sides
of the sun visor have an anti-scratch
coating. 

Schuberth’s integration of
antennas for Bluetooth and radio
reception means that the S2 is ready
for installation of the improved,
proprietary SRC communication
system, which has already been
successfully launched for the C3 flip-
up helmet.  

The S2 is available in matt black,
matt white, glossy black and glossy
white, as well as in three ‘lines’
graphics. 

SCHUBERTH
Magdeburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)391 8106 0
info@schuberth.de
www.schuberth.com

Schuberth S2

mailto:info@ridejohndoe.com
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NEW from Alpinestars, these
gloves are featuring MotoGP
and WSBK-derived innovations
and include class-leading
features like flexible dual-
compound knuckle protectors,
an ergonomic cuff design and
strategic reinforcement in the
palm area.
They have a strong and supple
kangaroo leather chassis and
palm, the palm and outer hand
is reinforced with highly
breathable Pittards digital
leather, which promotes greater
grip and water run-off in
adverse weather conditions.
Further features include

integrated leather accordion
stretch inserts on fingers and
thumbs, including an innovative
lateral insert to give a greater
range of movement across the
back hand area.
The new S-MX 1.1 boot for
performance riding is a
lightweight boot, low cut for
comfort and convenience, and
constructed from a durable
microfiber upper, reinforced
with strategically positioned
TPU protectors.
Alpinestars' exclusive rubber
compound sole offers comfort
and excellent grip, both on and
off the bike.

It has a removable anatomically
profiled EVA foam footbed and
the entire sole of this boot is
replaceable.

ALPINESTARS
Asolo, ITALY
Tel. +39 0423 5286
alpinestars@alpinestars.com
www.alpinestars.com
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GP Tech leather gloves
and S-MX 1.1 boot

TCX’S Infinity Gore Tex is one of
the boots that makes up the
company’s touring range. 
Full-grain leather is used for the
upper of the boot with a lining
of Gore Tex to provide complete
waterproofing. At the same time
the use of Gore Tex allows the
boot to wick sweat away from
the wearer’s foot, making the
Infinity boots comfortable to
wear in warm weather too. 

Additional protection for the
wearer of the Infinity comes
from the use of a polyurethane
shift pad, a shin plate, and a
suede leather heat guard. The
boot’s sole has been designed
with a tread pattern similar to
that of a car tyre to offer good
grip when walking on wet
ground. 
Closure of the boot is by a
Velcro upper section and two

motocross style polyurethane
adjustable buckles on the lower
part of the boot. 
The CE certified boot is
available in black only.

NOVATION/TCX
Montebelluna (TV),ITALY
Tel: +39 0423 292211
info@tcxboots.com
www.tcxboots.com

RUKKA has launched two new winter
riding suits; the Basti for men and
Belle for women. Both are constructed
using Cordura Stretch and Gore-Tex Z-
Liners to provide water and wind
protection.
The Cordura Stretch material is said

to offer mobility, but maintaining the
same degree of abrasion resistance as
standard Cordura, while embedded as
a Z-liner, the Gore-Tex membrane
maximises weather protection.
To complement the weather

protection the suits use CE certified
Rukka D3O Air protectors at the back
and joints to protect the rider in the
event of an accident.
Additional features in the suits

include a removable thermal lining
and zippered vents for use on hot
days. On the exterior of the seat area,
a Keprotec Antiglide trim provides
rider grip on the seat, and on the

inside the Rukka AirCushion system
provides extra comfort. 
The jacket has a magnet closure on

the collar, and as with all Rukka suits,
jacket and trousers can be connected
with a long zipper.
The Basti jacket comes in a colour

choice of black, red, blue, or
charcoal. The Belle jacket is also
available in beige, and both trousers
come in black.

L-FASHION GROUP
Lahti, FINLAND
Tel: +358 (0)3 822 1206
info@rukka.com
www.rukka.com

Rukka Basti and
Belle suits

TCX Infinity Gore Tex
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Graffity gloves from Germas
THESE new gloves in a
striking design are said to
provide perfect protection
and are made from 100%
cow's Anilin leather, which is
water- and windtight and
breathable due to a Hipora
liner.
They have a comfort mesh
inner lining and crash-

sensitive areas and the inner
palm are reinforced.
Furthermore they feature
additional knuckle
protection and stretch
inserts on the fingers.
Closure is with two Velcro
strips, they have a soft lining
and come in sizes from XS
to 2XL.

GERMAS
Schwabach, GERMANY
Tel. +49 (0)911 635008
info@germas.de
www.germas.de

THE Criton and Medon jacket-trouser
combination from iXS resolves the
problem of not being seen at dusk or
in bad weather.

This brand new, all-year-round
combination combines safety with
a great design with its trendy
neon-yellow blocks of colour,
with the neon-yellow, however,
being understated. Reflective
transfer prints further increase

visibility, and the jacket and
trousers are highly abrasion-

resistant thanks to the solid, durable
exterior materials, made of 500D Poly
Cordura, 500D Airguard and 630D
Dynax.

The soltoTEX membrane makes the
garments waterproof, windproof and
breathable. As well as having CE
protectors at elbows, shoulders and
knees, the jacket is also equipped with
a CE approved back protector, in
accordance with EN 1621-2, Level 2.

Criton and Medon feature a
removable thermal lining with 3D-
mesh comfort zones and various vents
to allow for sufficient ventilation on
warmer days. Jacket and trousers can
be connected with a zipper to form a
single unit.

iXS/HOSTETTLER AG
Sursee, SWITZERLAND
Tel. +41 (0)41 926 6111
info@ixs.com
www.ixs.com

Criton and Medon
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USA

Parts Unlimited (608) 758-1111

Hap Jones (408) 432-1918

TEC Dist. (800) 356-0043

Newcomb Southeast

(803) 732-5135

M.A.P. Ent. (727) 381-1151

KK Motorcycle Supply

(800) 543-9638

Suncoast Cycle Ent.

(727) 725-3664

Canada

Parts Canada (403) 250-6611

Motovan Motorsport 

(450) 449-3903

Kimpex Action (519) 659-0508

Germany

Grossewaechter

0049 (0)5225859256

UK

P.D.Q. Motorcycle

0044 1628667644

Australia

Serco 07 38232833

Netherlands

Motorcycle Storehouse BV

0031 (0)50 303 9771

MotoPro Sport 0031 (0)599 633 000

Japan

Wellington Moto

France

Bihr Racing 0033 389673639

www.barnettclutches.com
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Distributors of TECMATE 
retail chargers

TecMate (International) SA BELGIUM

www.tecmate-int.com
TEL: 0032 (0)16 805440
FAX: 0032 (0)16 805441

AUSTRALIA - A1 ACCESSORY IMPORTS
T. (61) 7 3806 1800 sales@a1accessory.com.au

AUSTRIA -SCHUMOTO KG
T. (43)(732)757080 office@schumoto.at

BELGIUM - BIKE DESIGN BVBA
T. (32)(52) 453361 info@bike-design.be

CROATIA - PICCILO RACING D.O.O.
T. (385)(21)325677 piccilo-racing@st.t-com.hr

CYPRUS - J.L. MOTORACE LTD (MOTORCYCLE)
T. (357)(22)752234 motorace@cytanet.com.cy

CZECH REP. - MOTOSERVIS DEYL
T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

DENMARK - CARL ANDERSEN MOTORCYKLER 
T. (45)(86) 946177 hjn@ca-mc.dk

ESTONIA - OÜ HELADORA LLC
T. (372) 5285672 rain@motopood.ee

FINLAND - OY BRANDT A/B
T. (358)(9)895501 ulf.bjorklund@brandt.fi

FRANCE - MORACO SAS
T. (33)(3)85 51 45 30 info@moraco.fr

GERMANY - ECON WERKST.-AUSRÜSTUNGS
T. (49)(2689) 928747 info@econ-wa.de

GERMANY - HERMANN HARTJE GMBH
T. (49)(42) 51 811 273 info@hartje.de

GERMANY - HS-MOTORRADTEILE GMBH
T. (49)(621) 105 200 info@hs-motoparts.de

GERMANY - LANGENSCHEIDT GMBH
T. (49)23 63 36 18-0 info@langenscheidt-gmbh.de

GERMANY - NIEMANN+FREY GMBH
T. (49)(2151)55 54 20 zentrale@niemann-frey.de

GERMANY - PAASCHBURG & WUNDERLICH 
T. (49)(40)248 277 0 info@pwonline.de

GERMANY - SCHÜLLER MOTORRADTEILE
T. (49)(6245)994 79 10 info@enuma.de

GREAT BRITAIN - PROBIKE SHADOWFAX 
T. (44)(1604)660555 sales@probike.co.uk

GREAT BRITAIN - MOTOHAUS POWERSPORTS 
T. (44)(1256)704909 sales@motohaus.com

GREECE - TECNOPNEUMATIC A.E
T. (30)(210)34 67 000 avieris@tecnopneumatic.gr

HOLLAND - HOCOPARTS B.V.
T. (31)(342) 412290 info@hocoparts.com

HUNGARY - DOVER KFT
T. (36)(1)2392202 csaba@doverkft.hu

ICELAND - BILANAUST NITRO N1
T. (354)-535-9000 agust@n1.is

IRELAND - 
INTERCONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

T. (353)(1)8344 289 andy@idl-dublin.ie

ISRAEL - A.E. MOTORCYCLE
T. (972)(50)271923 ae_motor@netvision.net.il

ITALY - SOCIETÀ GENERALE RICAMBI
T. (39)(051)722557 DelucaR@sgr-it.com

JAPAN - OKADA CORPORATION
T. (81)(3)5473-0371 j.sumiyoshi@okada-corp.com

KUWAIT -TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES
T. (965)2405194 shams@tristarkw.com

LATVIA - MOTOSPORTS LTD
T. (371)-7802351 lauris.ermanis@motosports.lv

MOROCCO - SHENO
T. (212) (0)5 22 35 97 16 larichimed@sheno.ma

NEW ZEALAND - NORTHERN ACCESSORIES
T. (64)(9)276-6453 steven@northacc.co.nz

NORWAY - SPARE PARTS SERVICE AS
T. (47)(64)837500 jang@sps.no

PHILIPPINES - STRONGHAND INC.
T. (632) 373-2311 open@stronghandinc.com

POLAND - OLEK MOTOCYKLE
T. (48) (33) 810 19 05 import@olekmotocykle.pl

PORTUGAL - JMP EQUIPAMENTOS
T. (351)(232)961841 geral@jmpequipamentos.com

SERBIA - MOTO-BIKE
T. (99)(381)641289979 motobike@ptt.rs

SINGAPORE - DWA LUBRICANTS PTE LTD
T. (65) 6515-6282 dwa@pacific.net.sg

SLOVAKIA - MOTOSERVIS DEYL
T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

CENTRAL & SOUTH AFRICA, OCEANIA - 
TECMATE SOUTH AFRICA

T. (27)(21)5316087 tecmate@netactive.co.za

SPAIN - EUROMOTO 85, S.A.
T. (34)(936)376 611 euromoto85@euromoto85.es

SWEDEN - MOTOSPEED  AB
T. (46)(21)351925 klarkner@motospeed.se

SWITZERLAND - TECHNOPOLYMER AG
T. (41)(91) 683-0333 robert.maier@technopolymer.ch

SWITZERLAND - HOSTETTLER AG
T. (41)(41) 926-6111 claudia.shumacher@hostettler.com

TAIWAN - PROMO-TEC INTERNATIONAL
T. (886)(2)2562-7770 pro.motec@msa.hinet.net

TURKEY - VELOMOTO
T. (90)(212)6061707 info@velomoto.com.tr

UAE - TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES DUBAI
T. (971) 4-3330659 floyd@tristaruae.com

USA, CANADA, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA 
TECMATE NORTH AMERICA

T. 905 337 2095 sales@tecmate.com
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THIS MONTH’S ADVERTISERS

Andreani Group International (IT) Andreani Suspensions Center School..........................5

Barnett Clutches & Cables (US) Billet clutch covers for Ducati, distributor network ..36,37

DID Europe (IT) Chains and wheels ..............................................................................37

DP Brakes & Clutches (US) Brakes & clutches ..............................................................39

Draggin Jeans (AU) Motorcycle Jeans ..........................................................................31

Fehling (DE) Parts & accessories ..................................................................................36

GIVI (IT) Touring products ............................................................................................14

Grossewaechter Racing Parts (DE) Tornado cams ........................................................36

GSG-Mototechnik GmbH (DE) Parts & accessories........................................................36

K&N Engineering (US) High performance air and oil filters ..........................................13

Kappa (IT) K47 Manta top case ..................................................................................29

Küryakyn (US) Parts & accessories ..........................................................................34-35

Locatelli (IT) Airoh Open face C100 helmet ..................................................................33

MAG Europe Ltd (GB) Translogic Systems Quickshifter....................................................2

Motoplastic (ES) Hi-Tech products for sportbikes ............................................................7

National Cycle Inc (US) Windshields and accessories ....................................................10

Rick's Motorsport Electrics Inc (US) Starters, chargers & ignitions ................................40

SBS Friction (DK) SBS brake pads ................................................................................17

Shanghai XieSheng Exhibition (CN) China International Motorcycle Fair ........................5

Sifam (FR) Export Sales Manager wanted ....................................................................36

Spectro Oils of America (US) Premium-quality lubricants ..............................................39

SW-Motech (DE) Gear Levers/ KOBRA Handgaurd Kit/ Backpack Triton ........................25

TecMate (International) SA (BE) Optimate Pro-S and Pro-4, distributor network ......10,36

Tsubakimoto Europe (NL) Motorcycle chains..................................................................4

Vogel Auto Medien (DE) Social media community ........................................................26

THIS MONTH’S EDITORIAL

Akrapovic (SI) Off-road exhaust systems ......................................................................23

Alpinestars (IT) GP Tech leather gloves and S-MX 1.1 boot ..........................................32

Calzaturificio Antis (IT) Stylmartin boot Angie ..............................................................30

Cellular Italia (IT) Interphone GPSBIKE system..............................................................11

Davida UK (GB) New lenses for Davida sunglasses ......................................................30

Domino (IT) Cables for Domino XM2, KRR 03 and KRE 03 throttles..............................25

Ermax Accessoires (FR) Accessories for Yamaha XJ6 ....................................................25

Fehling (DE) Accessories for Integra ............................................................................24

Forelettronica (IT) BC Battery Lithium battery chargers ................................................12

Free Spirits (IT) Triumph America bike ..........................................................................24

Gaerne (IT) Black Rose boot for ladies ........................................................................29

Germas (DE) Graffity gloves ........................................................................................33

Giannelli Silencers (IT) Giannelli BMW C600 Sport exhaust ..........................................12

GIVI (IT) X.01 Tourer helmet ........................................................................................27

Grupo Masac (PT) Tourer Lady gloves ..........................................................................27

Industrias Galfer (ES) Over-sized Wave rotor for KLR 650 ............................................18

IXS Motorcycle Fashion (CH) Criton and Medon jackets and trousers............................33

JAMA (JP) American Report - 2012 Japanese motorcycle exports to U.S. results..............9

John Doe (DE) Kamikaze Kevlar field jackets ................................................................31

K&N Engineering Inc (US) Air filter for 990 Adventure ..................................................11

L-Fashion Group (FI) Rukka Basti and Belle suits ..........................................................32

Lehman Trikes (US) American Report - Champion and Lehman Trikes ..............................9

MIVV (IT) Speed Edge for VFR 1200 ............................................................................16

Motoplastic (ES) Puig screen for Ninja 300 ..................................................................18

MIC (US) American Report - Expansion of membership programme................................8

MIC (US) American Report - Retail sales figures ............................................................9

NAD (ES) Accessories for Honda Crosstour ..................................................................24

Nolan Group (IT) N-Com communication systems ........................................................18

Ocean Events (GB) Custom:Excel London Motorcycle Show............................................7

Öhlins (SE) MX and Enduro 48mm aftermarket fork ....................................................12

Oxford Products Ltd (GB) Aqua luggage ......................................................................28

Parts Europe (DE) 2013 Parts Unlimited off road catalogue ............................................6

Pinasco (IT) Intake options ..........................................................................................15

Polini Motori (IT) ECU for four-stroke injection engines ................................................16

Powerbronze Ltd (GB) Parts for BMW's R1200R ..........................................................16

Premier Helmets (IT) Jet Free Evo helmet......................................................................28

R&G (UK) Ninja protection range ................................................................................23

Rieju (ES) Rieju UK launches 'NKD' version of RS3 ........................................................6

Rotobox (SI) Carbon wheels ........................................................................................14

SamcoSport (GB) Hoses for Yamaha YZF600 R6 bikes ..................................................15

Schuberth (DE) S2 helmet............................................................................................31

SDE Motorsport (IT) Forma Vogue ladies boot ..............................................................27

Sinisalo Sport (FI) RaceCult MX helmets ......................................................................30

Sito Gruppo Industriale (IT) Hand-made X-Fight exhaust ..............................................11

Suomy (IT) MX Tourer helmets ....................................................................................29

Surflex (IT) Clutch discs for KTM 250 2T and KTM 350-450 4T ....................................23

TCX (IT) Infinity Gore Tex boot ....................................................................................32

TecMate (International) SA (BE) O-connection system ..................................................40

Tecnigas Parts (ES) Maxi scooter line............................................................................15

Touratech (DE) New 2013 catalogue ............................................................................6

Tucker Rocky (US) American Report - Dan Courtney announced as company President ..8

Vance & Hines (US) American Report - Fined by California Air Resource Board................9

Venhill Engineering Limited (GB) Feather-light cables ..................................................15

West Coast Ride Thailand (TH) Phuket Bike Week 2013..................................................6

Zandona (IT) Esatech Back Pro protector......................................................................28

This INTERNATIONAL DEALER NEWS INDEX is a complete listing of all the items in this edition.
It includes all our advertisers and the product, feature and news items published this month.
The INDEXwill act as a quick reference guide, and will be useful when searching this and other
editions either for contact details for a particular company, or for a specific item that has
appeared. The  INDEX appears in every edition of IDN.
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HAVING finished 2012 with
2.49 percent growth year
on year, motorcycle sales

in Germany got off to a soft start
in January, with the market being
down by 8.42 percent (1,935
units) compared to January 2012
(2,113 units).

January 2013 remains up on 2010
and 2011, but lags some 28 percent
behind the 2,685 units registered in
January 2009. 

At 85,275 units for the full year,
2012 saw the best motorcycle
registrations in Germany since 2009

(86,305 units), however, with the
critical March, April and May peak
season now underway, it is to be
hoped that January will turn out to
have been the result of some specific
factors (such as the very bad weather)
rather than being a sign of things to
come.

In total PTW (Powered Two-
Wheeler) registration terms, 2012
(127,680 units) was a shade up
(+0.47 percent) on the 127,086 units
registered in 2011.

As with motorcycle sales, last year
was the best total PTW registration

performance in the German market since
the 137,045 units registered in 2009.

For January 2013 total PTW
registrations were down an alarming

14.14 percent (2,938 units)
compared to January 2012 (3,422
units) - which was a 36.61 percent
increase over January 2011.

news ROOM

THE RIGHT PRODUCT - THE RIGHT FIT - THE RIGHT PRICE
• Starting, charging and Electronic Ignition components:
 Specifically, we offer regulator rectifiers, stators, starter motors, starter drives,  
 solenoid switches, ignition coils, CDI boxes, brushes and brush plate kits

• Replacement pieces as well as multi-fit universal style pieces
 for the obscure models

• Specializing in Asian & European street bikes, ATVs & Off Road vehicles

• Quality bolt-on/plug-in OE replacement pieces at a competitive cost

• Highest quality thermal/shock resistant material in construction

• 1 year warranty on all products, excluding CDI boxes

RICK’S MOTORCYCLE ELECTRICS
30 Owens Ct. #2 - Hampstead - NH 03841 USA - Tel: (603) 329-99901 - Fax: (603) 329-9904
info@rickselectrics.com - www.ricksmotorsportelectrics.com

German market off to a soft
start in 2013 09-12 m/c registrations, Germany

86,305 80,208 83,207 85,275

FOR over 15 years TecMate has
been delivering OptiMate
battery chargers with a
standard 2mm two-pole
connector made by various
companies such as Amp, Molex
and KET. OptiMate battery
chargers were fitted with the
male plug, whereas the female
receptacle was fitted to the
OptiMate battery lead attached
to the bike battery. TecMate
improved the system by adding
pin alignment and water
resistant rubber parts for better
reliability and longevity of the
connector. This became
established in the industry as
the TM or OptiMate connector. 
Despite every possible
improvement the 2mm
connector remained vulnerable
to ingress of water and dirt,
especially the connection
between male and female.
As a result, a new, more reliable
connection system was sought. 

TecMate decided the
hermaphrodite SAE connector,
popular with the international
solar industry and a growing
number of battery charger
companies, was the best option,
but took it one step further,
creating its own custom SAE
compatible O-connection
system. 
The O-connection system
includes exchangeable rubber
end cap and in-line sealing
options, allowing a user to
create a custom cable system on

a bike that is water and dirt
proof. As an example, to extend
power into the luggage system
an O5 fused Y splitter can be
fitted to the O1 battery lead,
replacing the O1’s end cap with
an in-line rubber seal, even
adding an O3 extender and then
fitting the end cap to the end of
the extender lead, rendering all
in-line connections water and
dirt resistant. Added to that the
end cap system seals, when the
OptiMate charger connector is
inserted, ensuring that even in

damp weather the connection
remains waterproof. 
To serve OptiMate customers
TecMate has also made
adapters for the battery lead
(O7) and the charger (O17) to
easily convert the TM connector
to an O-connection system.
All OptiMate battery chargers,
cable accessories and power
accessories will be delivered
with the O-connector from
January 2013.

TECMATE
Tienen, BELGIUM
Tel: +32 (0)16 805440
sales@tecmate-int.com
www.tecmate-int.com

OptiMate’s new O-connection system
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